Election of conducter: Ellen is appointed
Election of minutetaker: Daniel is appointed
Approval of agenda: Agenda approved
Approval of last meetings minutes: Approved
Orientations(O)...............................................................
•

Daniel W and Sif has talked to the library about collaborations. Through our website
and media, we will promote the library and they will promote us.

•

Maria and Daniel W are talking to tutoring. Next tutorseminar is physical.

•

Unipol has been working about the gymnasielærerkompetencer. Everyone who
wants to be a highschool teacher has to sign up on moodle. RUC is working on
making specified solutions to everyone affected by it, but talks are still in progress.

•

Mathilde mentions that “Law” might be coming to RUC (Not making you a lawyer,
but a Jurist). Analysis of jobmarket and how it will function is in progress. RUC has
found a way of financing it and will be discussed at UDU and AR. It will be the second
education with “særligt tilsagn” along with journalism.

•

Lauge is not a fan of særligt tilsagn.

•

Lauge: Election working group is working and doing something. The working group is
working on the strategi and finding AR candidates and has a good feeling about the
election.

•

Sif: Upcoming sexism seminar – 8th of June and has the topic Gender identity and
power. Sif is talking about language and gender. There will be a exciting debates
after the presentation.

•

Sif: Upcoming decentralization of educations – the government wants to move
education out of the bigger cities which is very sad for university educations.
Educations are connected to research environments and you cant scatter that
around Denmark. We don’t know what that means for places like RUC. Hanne and
Peter Lauritzen think that it should not affect RUC but Sif has a meeting with them.

•

Sif: Everything is reopening. RUC is now open for all students and SR volunteer
environment. EC will use the office from Monday, and everyone is welcome to come

by for a cup of coffee. We are pushing RUC to make sure the reopen is good for new
students and making sure well-being is at focus.

Writing amendments to the Wellbeing Policy Paper.....................
Sif explains how to write amendments and refers to the sharepoint link in the sendout.
Treating the Wellbeing Policy Paper (DI+DE)/Mathilde&Sif..........
Mathilde: Grammar will be done by Calvin. There won’t be voting for it unless it changes the
context. Voting is done by a regular majority.

Well-being paper is passed with a majority vote.
Election coordinators (DE)/Election WG................................
Sif: The election working group would like to propose two main coordinators for the
election. Sif and Lauge is proposed and would like the mandate to propose a third
coordinator if needed.
Maria ask’s if the coordinators can choose the 3rd possible coordinator.
Sif: The election working group chooses.

The election coordinators are approved.
A.O.B...........................................................................
Mathilde: On Monday (1/6) there will be a DSF meeting about the decentralization of
education. Ask Mathilde for information and link.
Lauge: There is going to be a DSF working group that works for a draft possible of sorts for a
new admittance system. It is expected that politicians will look in it and DSF wants to be a
few steps ahead. Lauge asks if anyone is interested in making it better for the
admittancesystem.

Maria clarifies that you always have the oppurtinity to have the board support. You are the
face of the organization when going to the DSF writing group.

